8:30–8:45 a.m.  Opening remarks  
  Eric Lupfer  
  Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m.  Shakespeare in His Time and Ours  
  Elizabeth Richmond-Garza  
  The University of Texas at Austin

9:30–10:15 a.m.  Approaches to Teaching Shakespearean Tragedy  
  John P. Rumrich  
  The University of Texas at Austin

11:15 a.m.–12:00 p.m.  Approaches to Teaching Shakespearean Comedy  
  J. Dennis Huston  
  Rice University

11:15 a.m.–12:00 p.m.  Teaching Shakespeare through Performance  
  Paul Sullivan  
  The University of Texas at Austin

12:00–12:30 p.m.  Humanities Texas educational resources  
  Sheena Moore  
  Humanities Texas

1:00–3:00 p.m.  Primary source workshops with faculty
TEACHER PARTICIPANTS
BARBARA ALLEN, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, ALVIN
ROECHELLE BATISTE, CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, BEAUMONT
CANDY BERRY, ANAHUAC HIGH SCHOOL, ANAHUAC
LINDSEY BOOTH, DAYTON HIGH SCHOOL, DAYTON
ALYSSA BOYETT, WEST MESQUITE HIGH SCHOOL, DALLAS
LORITA CHAMBERS, CENTRAL MEDICAL MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL, BEAUMONT
DENISE CHARLSTON, CROSBY MIDDLE SCHOOL, LA MARQUE
AMANDA CLIFT, JUDSON HIGH SCHOOL, SAN MARCOS
KATHRYN CRAIG, SPRING ISD, PLANTERSVILLE
ANNA DAMIANI, MALAKOFF HIGH SCHOOL, MALAKOFF
CARLA FOSTER, WALLER HIGH SCHOOL, HEMPSTEAD
OTHA GRAHAM, COLLEGE STATION HIGH SCHOOL, BRYAN
KATHERINE GRAHAM, NEDERLAND HIGH SCHOOL, NEDERLAND
NOELLE GREEN ANDERSON, CENTRAL MEDICAL MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL, BEAUMONT
HOLLY GRIFFIN, CEDAR RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL, AUSTIN
JONATHAN HAYDEN, CEDAR RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL, AUSTIN
FELICIA HOWELL, CENTRAL MEDICAL MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL, BEAUMONT
STACY HRICKO, PROSPER HIGH SCHOOL, POTTSBORO
TAMARA JONES, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, MISSOURI CITY
CAROLYN KIMBLE, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, PEARLAND
TERESA LAFIN, COLLEGE STATION HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE STATION
IRA LYNN LEWIS, CENTRAL MEDICAL MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL, BEAUMONT
JOHN LIMON, ROGER MIDDLE SCHOOL, SAN ANTONIO
CHANDRA LOOMIS, WALLER HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
BARBARA MILLSPAUGH, DAVIS HIGH SCHOOL, SPRING
MELVIN MORRISON, KEMPNER HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
ROY PAYNE, MELISSA HIGH SCHOOL, ANNA
WILLIAM PERKINS, BALL HIGH SCHOOL, LEAGUE CITY
MICHAEL PERRYMAN, NEDERLAND HIGH SCHOOL, NEDERLAND
HEATHER PRESTON, RIDER HIGH SCHOOL, WICHITA FALLS
CRYSTAL REPPERT, BALL HIGH SCHOOL, LA PORTE
DEANNA ROGERS, WILLIS HIGH SCHOOL, WILLIS
SANDRA SCHELLER, RIDER HIGH SCHOOL, WICHITA FALLS
KIMBERLY SHERMAN, ANAHUAC HIGH SCHOOL, HANKAMER
CHRIS SLOVAK, WILLIS HIGH SCHOOL, CONROE
STACEY SMITH, COVALLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, AUSTIN
CHRISTI STRANGE, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, ALVIN
LISA TELLEZ, LONG ACADEMY, KATY
KRATINA TIE, WALLER HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
THERESE TILLEY, DAVIS HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
COURTNEY WELLMANN, COLLEGE STATION HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE STATION
KATHERINE YU, SINGLEY ACADEMY, BEDFORD

PARTICIPANT EVALUATIONS

- Workshop was relevant and professionally useful.
- Workshop was intellectually stimulating.
- Workshop compares favorably with other professional development programs.